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If the reader considered carefully any side of his develop-
ment, the growth of a sentiment, the acquisition of some
skill, he would find the same general principles at work as
are dealt with in this chapter. Habits and general attitudes
resulting from them have only been taken here because
most of us have thought about habits, and an analysis of
the process by which we acquire them is consequently an
easier approach to new ground.
the making of habits
It will be wise for the reader to clear his mind as far
as possible of preconceived ideas on methods of making
habits and evaluating them, and to consider carefully his
own habits and those of his friends. Let us for a moment
assume the correctness of the common meaning of the term
habit—* a settled tendency or practice *—and consider on
what most intelligent men would agree.
 (1)	For each of us some habits have been far easier to
acquire than others and some have never been acquired.
 (2)	If pressed further most people would say that they
acquired many of their habits unconsciously—habits of
speech, reading and writing, walking, eating, sitting down,
and hosts of others.
 (3)	Try to get them to say how they acquired a habit at
which they aimed and they will tell you by practice ; one
man practised a stroke in tennis before breakfast, another
taught himself to sound the French * rJ by rehearsing at
any spare moment of his busy day.
 (4)	The man is seldom met who says he has acquired
perfection—we nearly all say that if and when we have
more time or more energy, we will improve our form in
tennis or our accent in French or whatever it may be.
 (5)	It is more difficult to get a man to discuss Ms bad
habits, partly because he is often unconsciofis of tfeem and
may deny them; but if the reader can bring himself to

